Welcome to a place where your
ideas lead to something big.
www.bosch-career.pl

Let’s be remarkable.

Start something big today. Apply now

SAP SD Functional Consultant
Location: Warsaw

Success stories don’t just happen. They are made. Openness, tolerance and integrity shape our work climate, which promote the
efficiency of every employee. Strengthen our innovative power by accepting these values.
Whether in areas of mobility, industrial technology, consumer goods, or energy and building technology, we constantly provide highly efficient
solutions to markets worldwide. In doing so, we don’t just measure our successes in terms of economic growth, but above all in terms of improving
people’s quality of life, because we feel committed to values that are based on responsibility. This is only possible with the help of
a global network of more than 405,000 highly committed employees, with pioneers who break new strategic ground every day. So why not join
us in starting something remarkable? Make it happen.

Your contribution to something big :







Collaboration with developers in SAP development
projects
Taking part in rollout projects all over the world
Customer consulting focus on sales & logistics
processes
Customizing of requirements in collaboration with
business departments
Realization of requisitions incl. management of
developers
Application support (3rd level) in area of responsibility

What distinguishes you:









Completed studies in informatics, business informatics or
a comparable field
Process know-how with focus on logistics and sales
Good knowledge in the area of SAP SD
Knowledge of standard SAP interfaces (IDocs, RFC, …)
Structured work habit, high quality demand
Distinctive willingness to acquire new skills
Willingness to collaborate in international projects incl.
travelling (up to 20%)
Proficiency in written and spoken English

Benefits:




Professional development (trainings, development plans, defined career paths, international assignments opportunities)
Working in dynamic environment for innovative company with strong position on the worldwide market
Benefit package (private medical care, sport pass, co-financing lunches, language and other trainings)

Please apply: https://bit.ly/2JcLqnV

